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Abstract
The demise of first generation service models of
application service providers (ASP) indicates that
moving from individualized services (e.g. many
outsourcing offerings) to fully standardised services
(e.g. first generation ASP models) leaves many customer
requirements unfilled. In our paper we argue that a
possible solution for building innovative e-services is
the use of modular service architectures.
The paper introduces the characteristics of IT
services, based on a case study with a leading German
provider of application hosting services in the ERP
market. We pay particular attention to the general
composition of IT services, the role of external factors
(how customers and their resources participate in
service operations), and varying customer preferences.
Referring to these considerations, the paper explains the
concept of modularity and the application of the concept
in the domain of IT services. We specifically address
how the concept of modular service architectures
addresses external factors and varying service level
requirements. We give an example how the concept of
modular service architectures can be leveraged to
improve the design and to allow for improved
customization of IT services. We conclude with
identifying possible further research questions that need
to be pursued to achieve the vision of semi-standardised,
mass customizable solutions for IT service provision.

1. Introduction
Following a forecast of the IDC, the IT services
market will increase at a healthy rate of 12,4% until
2006 [1]. The challenge for IT-service providers is the
identification, engineering and implementation of
innovative service models to achieve a prime
competitive position. Now some industry analysts
predict a fundamental shift from individually designed
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IT services towards mass customized solutions [2]. In
this paper we argue that a possible solution for the
development of mass-customized IT services is the use
of modular service architectures. Modular service
architectures enable service providers to customize
services and reuse modules across multiple service
products. We therefore start our paper with identifying
the characteristics and drivers for variety of these
services based on a case study with a leading German
provider of application hosting services. Following these
considerations we have a close look at the concept of
modularity and modular service architectures and show
the application of the concept for the development of IT
service architectures. We conclude the paper with
perspectives for further research in this area.

2. Characteristics of IT services
2.1. General Composition
According to the Gartner Group IT services are
defined as “… the application of business and technical
expertise to enable organizations to create, manage,
optimise or access information and business processes”
[2]. Following Krcmar’s [3] model of information
management, service relationships in IT services
comprise three different levels. Corporate information
sources, information systems and IT resources.
Irrespective of which of these three levels a service
entails, there are governance and management activities
that plan, coordinate and control service customisation
and delivery. The following considerations are focusing
on the development of new methods for an efficient,
innovative and successful service engineering in the IT
services market segment of application hosting which is
located on the both levels information systems and IT
1
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resources of the information management model.
This research is part of an action research project
conducted in collaboration with ALPHA corporation1, a
leading German provider of application hosting services.
Action research [4] aims at producing highly relevant
results because it is grounded in practical action. Its
objective is solve an immediate problem situation while
carefully informing theory [5]. As part of the project we
conducted a case study [6, 7] of a successful ERP
hosting service (SAP R/3) to analyse the value
proposition, service model and customer demands.
Currently the ERP hosting service hosts more than 320
SAP R/3 systems for 120 customers. These findings
provide a foundation for developing and field testing a
method for designing modular service architectures.

2.2. Characteristics of the Application Hosting
Service
2.2.1. Value Proposition. ALPHA’s value proposition
of application hosting service comprises the capabilities
to implement and manage the operations of standard
business applications for small and medium-sized
enterprises. Overall, ALPHA’s portfolio of services
covers both application-centred (e.g. SAP R/3) and
industry-centred services (e.g. banking applications). As
opposed to traditional IT outsourcing, application
hosting services have a reduced set of customer
interfaces so that the internal performance of the service
provider takes place as efficiently and standardised as
possible. For example, the strategic orientation of IT
remains the responsibility of the customer. The
applications that are run in this model are often seen as
“commodities” whose efficient operation is not seen as a
source of competitive advantage. According to a senior
manager of ALPHA, the financial volume of contracts
for application hosting services is only 10% compared
to strategic outsourcing agreements while being 40%
more cost-effective for the IT service provider. In
comparison to the application service providing-Model
(ASP) that offers highly standardized applications via
Internet in a leasing model [1], application hosting
provides the opportunities to operate systems that are
specifically configured for every customer and the
systems are accessed via a dedicated line to the
company’s local network. The service is charged by a
monthly fee which is based on the number of stipulated
users (seats per month).
A look at the standardized catalogue of the IT service
provider with the most important options for SAP R/3
application hosting projects shows the classes for an
individualized configuration of different customer
systems (Table 1). They are the basis for the further
1
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implementation and service level definition. ALPHA
regards its long-ranging experience with application
hosting (since 1975) and the ability to react individually
to customer needs as its unique selling proposition.
ALPHA’s goal is to create business value via economies
of scale, e.g. as a result of shared use of data storage
components, network infrastructure for all systems and
more favorable procurement conditions by suppliers.
Additionally, ALPHA’s services complement the
capabilities of small and medium-size IT departments,
e.g. through providing better contingency planning and
facilities.
Table 1: Classes of Options for SAP R/3
Application Hosting Services
Project
Management
System
Configuration

Performance
Index
Operations
Management

Maintenance
Support

Infrastructure

2.2.2. Service Model. After describing the value
proposition of ALPHA’s application hosting services we
now turn to their service model. The service model
analyses the constituent parts of the service and their
coordination that are necessary to implement and run the
ERP system. We firstly focus on the process view of the
service model that comprises three distinct processes:
the sales process, the implementation process and the
operating process.
During the sales process potential customers are
addressed and advised on service portfolios and the
advantages of the application hosting service. The sales
department develops a configuration of a system that is
specially adjusted to the customer needs in cooperation
with system specialists of the pre-sales group. This
process results in an offer for the customer and possibly
in the conclusion of a contract. The first part of the
implementation process is assembly and installation of
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Implementation (new system)
System transfer (existing application)
System landscape
Hardware
Operating System
Database
SAP R/3
Network-connection
Data storage
Technical approval
Operation-time
Availability
System response time
Monitoring
System-Management Tools
Data storage
Tuning
Hardware
Release Migration
Service Center
Hotline SAP R/3 Basis
Hotline SAP R/3 Application
Advanced Support
General
Tools
Security

the basic infrastructure (e.g. server hardware, operating
system, database server). The second step, the
application system is either set up and configured or
transferred from the customer to the service provider.
This step may entail the migration of the application
system from other operating system environments or
database systems into ALPHA’s standard environments.
The implementation process ends with a test phase and a
formal going-life of the system. The process requires
from 2 up to 9 months depending on the scale and
complexity of the project. The following operation
process monitors the system in operation, performs
system management and recovery activities. While
generally a customer service centre attends to customer
requests during the operation process, larger customers
are assigned service managers for coordination. The
smooth transition between these processes is ensured by
the project kick off and the going life meeting in which
the members of the related processes provide
information about the new customer system and hand
out the generated documentations, especially the
specifications of the implementation are documented in
the operation handbook. All processes have a distinct
customer interface with a specifically assigned main
partners for interaction. For most customers, the
intensity of interaction is reduced and the
standardization of interaction increased when transferred
from the implementation process to the operation
process.
The task-oriented view on the integration process
allows to identify service functions. The integration
processes connect the service functions and bridge
interdependencies between them. Figure 1 describes the
main service functions of ALPHA’s ERP hosting
service. Every service function is customized during the
sales phase, implemented by different responsible team
members of the implementation project team and
transferred to the operation process afterwards.

2.3. Drivers for Variety of Application Hosting
Services
2.3.1. External Factors. The value proposition and
service model underscore the semi-standardised nature
of ALPHA’s ERP hosting service that mixes adaptable
and standardised elements. We therefore have a closer
look at the drivers for variety of the hosting service,
mainly external factors and variations of customer
requirements. These drivers help to explain the
limitations for standardising IT services.
To deliver a service, service providers often need to
incorporate personnel, processes or technical resources
of the customer into their service operations. These
resources are called external factors [8] because the
service provider has only limited control of their
characteristics. Thus, they need the capability to
flexibly adapt service processes to the characteristics of
individual external factors. The external factors may be
necessary resources for service production or the object
of service performance. Typical external factors of
application hosting services are the individually
customized application system, other systems the
application interfaces with, the technical infrastructure
of a customer as well as processes of IT governance and
use. As a result, application hosting services need to be
adjustable to external factors to a great extent.
For ALPHA’s ERP hosting service the main external
factors are the specifically customized application
systems of the customers. Consequently, ALPHA is able
to operate the standard application for every customer
with its customer specific customizing. Furthermore,
ALPHA has capabilities for individually setting up new
application systems and transfer and migrate existing
systems into its operating environment. This
customizing refers to basic system values as well as to
specific
application
extensions
and
queries.
Additionally, customers often integrate the ERP system
with other business applications. In this case ALPHA
needs to be able to implement and operate these
interfaces. Another external factor to be considered is
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Figure 1: Coordination and Integration of Service Functions
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the customer’s IT infrastructure. This infrastructure
comprises, for example, local networks at different
geographical sites of the customer with their capacity
and protocols. Some customers furthermore have
existing wide-area networks. Therefore ALPHA needs
the ability to cooperate with other service providers in
connecting to the customer’s network via dedicated lines
or virtual private networks. Likewise the capability of
the customer’s on-site end-user devices (e.g. desktop
systems) is an important external factor especially in
client/server ERP solutions. Weak client systems may
lead to considerable problems in application
performance that impair the perceived quality of service
delivery.
In the case of ALPHA’s ERP hosting service, the
governance of IT systems and their use remains with the
customer. Therefore the customer needs to be able to
modify and extend the application in the future, e.g. to
extend the existing systems by an e-shop or eprocurement solution. Furthermore, ALPHA must be
able to accommodate the individual release upgrade
policy of a customer that defines the timing of upgrades
during the service relationship. Also the monitoring and
the recognizing of the variation of the external factor
challenges the service provider. An increased
transaction volume may require scaling the capacity of
the basic infrastructure and the application system. In
sum, the wide implications of external factors in
ALPHA’s ERP hosting service creates forceful drivers
for variety in the service that designers of new services
need to take into consideration.
2.3.2. Varying Customer Preferences. Not only
external factors are a source for variety but also
heterogeneous customer demands that require an
individual service configuration to match those
demands. The ERP systems ALPHA hosts vary
considerably with regard to the number of users and, as
a result, the necessary processing power and data
volume of the basic infrastructure. Furthermore,
customers have different requirements regarding the
release level of the application system. Some customers
maintain an relatively old release level because of
specific extensions or license fees associated with
upgrades. ALPHA, as a result, currently has to operate
SAP R/3 systems ranging from release level 3.1 to 4.6.
Moreover, ALPHA addresses varying customer
demand by offering different options for reaction time,
times of system availability, reliability of the system,
response time of the system, application support and
network connectivity. Depending on the business
environment of the customer there are different needs in
regard to the reaction time in the system- and
application support. Depending on the criticality of the
application for the customer’s business processes,
ALPHA has to be able to classify and solve support

requests within the reaction time specified. Likewise
there are different requirements to the times of
availability of the support. Customers also have
different preferences for system availability and
response times of application systems. For customers of
the banking sector it is most of time indispensable to use
highly available systems with a backup data centre
whereas smaller manufacturing firms or companies
which only use single modules of the software generally
do not require and are unlikely to be ready to pay for.
This is similar to the case of response times of the
application systems. Some customers that have to
process high volumes of transaction (e.g. order taking)
require consistently short response times even during
peak times.
In addition to these core features of application
hosting services ALPHA also flexibly addresses
temporary customer requirements, such as providing
additional servers for quality assurance during larger
development projects related to the hosted application.
Even demands for intervals and type of service level
reporting can vary if customers want to integrate those
reports with internal quality management processes.
Consequently, ALPHA needs be able to accommodate
the varying customer requirements and to adapt service
functions according to the customer’s needs through
customizing a service individually for a customer.
External factors and customer preferences, the
drivers of variety, shed light on the underlying dilemma
of the design of corporate IT services: while striving for
economies of scale in service operations through
standardization of services, from a customer’s point of
view the service provider has to offer services which
represent individual solutions that are customized to
customer needs. Other industries, such as the automotive
industry, have employed the concept of modularity to
move more into a direction of customizable products
build from a standardized base. In the following we
demonstrate how the concept of modularity can also be
applied to the design of customizable IT services.

3. Modular IT services
3.1. General Principles of Modular Service
Architectures
Several characteristics are typical for modular
services. The first characteristic is decomposition. [912]. Separating a complex service into several units
simplifies its development and operations. For
decomposing a service into units one needs to precisely
describe the role each unit plays in the service. Using an
abstraction, e.g. a model, of each unit for decomposition
reduces the complexity of defining and managing the
service [10, 13]. As each separate unit may itself be
divisible into further subunits, a nested hierarchy of
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decomposition characterises modular systems [10, 14,
15]. As designing modules is a design task requiring
certain knowledge and effort, the detail at the upper and
lower bounds of the hierarchy is for business enterprises
defined judging the additional benefits of furthering
modularisation against the cost of analysis and design
this requires [15].
To arrive at a modular service one needs to
decompose the service into units are loosely coupled.
Loose coupling means that each unit is relatively
independent of other units. This can be done by
clustering those elements of a service that have strong
interdependencies within units so that units have only
limited interdependencies among each other [10].
Closely related is the principle of information hiding
[16]. Specifications define and standardise the roles of
each unit and the interactions required to resolve the
remaining interdependencies. These specifications hide
all other information about the units. As a result,
designing and delivering each unit becomes independent
of other units. Changes in one unit do not lead to
changes in other unit, as long as the specification of the
roles and the interfaces of the units are maintained.
Thus, service modules are the result of decomposing a
service into a nested hierarchy of loosely coupled units,
using abstractions for these units and hiding the local
information through standardised roles and interfaces.
For developing (physical) products, however, various
authors have underscored the strategic implications of
how a product is split into modules. The boundaries that
designers and engineers define during product
development can have long term implications. Among
other things, modular designs create options for
recombining modules within or across generations of a
product [12, 17, 18]. Ulrich suggests the term product
architecture for this scheme that defines modules and
their interactions. The architectural perspective
underscores the importance an outline view of a product
that reflects strategic design decisions and projects them
into the development and production of a product. Burr
contents that this architectural view also holds important
insights for modular services [9].
A service architecture [9] is thus the expression of an
agreement about interfaces and boundaries that is
enforced throughout service engineering and operations.
It comprises those architectural decisions that guide the
development and operational efforts within individual
modules and that cannot be changed unilaterally.
Furthermore, the service architecture establishes an
integration framework for service modules through
which they can be combined into new or improved
services. It is an agreement between those developing
and/or delivering the service that needs to be enforced
throughout its intended scope and lifetime [10-12]. As a
result, architectural decision generally precede other

activities in service engineering and operations and
guide their execution.
Based on a modular service architecture, designers
can define service products for particular market
segments and service configurations for individual
customers. The architecture enables the designers to
mix-and-match modules to specific requirements from
the set of modules the architecture comprises.

3.2. Describing Service Modules and Service
Architectures
To build IT services from a set of service modules
requires information about the service architecture and
its service modules. In the following we propose what
items need to be specified about the modules and the
architecture so that they can be easily leveraged in
service engineering processes.
Services: The description of a service module needs
to contain a specification of the services that the module
provides. Such a specification lists the features of the
service and defines options (e.g. different levels of
system availability). These options allow for further
customisation of the module to match specific customer
requirements. Services, however, do not only flow from
the service provider to the customer. When the service
provider integrates external factors into service
operations, the list of services also defines the services
that the customer needs to provide for successfully
delivering the service. Such a description of the services
of a module serves two purposes. It firstly establishes
the boundaries of the module within a service
architecture. As the defining module boundaries is a
critical design decision in modular systems [10], the
description documents this decision. Secondly, a
detailed description of the scope of services is also an
important part of the contract governing the service
relationship. Thus the description can be leveraged in
designing appropriate contracts for services that
comprise the module.
Pricing & Billing: The scope of services also entails
pricing and billing models that specify financial flows
for these services. Many IT services involve some sort
of financial transformation, e.g. converting relatively
high payments at the beginning and relatively low
payments for ongoing operations into a flat fee paid in
regular intervals. Furthermore, pricing and billing
models may be dependent on measuring inputs,
throughputs and outputs of service operations. The
choices for pricing and billing a particular service
module therefore are often linked to measurement and
billing systems that interface with operational systems.
Therefore the scope of pricing and billing may be
limited by the capabilities of these systems. To make
this information available in service engineering, it
becomes part of the description of a service module.
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Customer Experience: The customer experience
encompasses all instances of communication or
cooperation between customers and the service provider
in delivering the service, such as co-producing parts of
the service, requesting execution of service orders,
adapting a service to customer needs, recovering from
failure, and communicating service performance. The
customer experience has a strong influence on the
perception of service quality. It also shapes the visibility
of service operations for third parties, which facilitates
or inhibits the imitation of the service. Furthermore,
defining the instances of customer interaction and
assigning them to modules ensures a consistent
customer experience. Otherwise the independency of
modules may lead to conflicting or insufficient
interaction of multiple modules with a customer of a
service, leaving the customer to coordinate service
delivery across modules. The definition of the instances
of the customer experience of a service and the
involvement of individual service modules is therefore a
critical part of service engineering.
Interfaces: Interfaces define how service processes
interact. Like the definition of module boundaries, their
specification represents another key area of design
decisions of a service architecture [10]. They are in fact
internal service level agreements of the service provider,
e.g. defining how service processes of different modules
connect. How they are specified depends on the type of
interdependency that the specification governs. For
organisational interfaces, this may be quality
management document or even an internal contract. For
technical interfaces, a more technical specification is
required, e.g. a specification of transactions in ebXML.

3.3. Defining Modules for IT services
How should IT service providers now group elements
of their services such as IT systems and service
processes into modules? For this paper we focus on
defining the scope of services for each module, as
treating the implications of payment and pricing models
as well that of the customer experience are beyond the
scope of a single paper. Defining modules entails five
steps: define service functions, identify drivers for
variety, assess impact of drivers on functions, define
candidate module using module types, and specify
module variants and interfaces.
The first step is to develop an overview of the
functions of the IT service to be developed (cf. 1 in
Figure 2). These functions may be identified using a
customer-centric design method such as Quality
Function
Deployment.
Alternatively,
project
documentation of solutions for individual customers or
existing service operations can serve as a starting point
for identifying those functions that satisfy customer

demands. For IT services, the design team needs to look
at:
(1) Business functions: the business functions the
service should provide (e.g. process pay slips). This
category of functions may be the dominant one for
a IT-based business service (e.g. e-payment
services)
(2) Application functions: the core functions of the
application that the service delivers (e.g. human
resource management information system) and the
auxiliary functions, such as output options (e.g. fax
delivery service) and interfaces with other
applications (e.g. FTP file import/export). This
category may be particularly important for vertical
application service providers, but most IT services
are likely to have to cover some auxiliary
application functions.
(3) Service providing functions: the functions required
for delivering business or application functions with
the flexibility and quality that customers expect
(e.g. availability, speed, recovery time and
procedures, etc.). This category is likely to be
present for all IT services. For services that provide
COTS software to their customers, the service
providing functions are particularly important for
competitive differentiation (as e.g. in application
hosting services).
In our example we focus on service providing
functions for a COTS application system. The
customisation of this application is regarded as an
external factor. The provider operates an application
system that the customer or a third party has
customized. The functional decomposition is
documented for further analysis.
Following Ulrich’s concept of a modular product
architecture, the functional view of the service helps to
define service modules. Ulrich argues that if module
boundaries reflect the functional structure then new
functional requirements can easily addressed by
recombining the modules [12]. Customer choices and
external factors, however, can lead to varying demands
for performance of individual functions or for collective
performance of multiple functions.
As a second step the design team needs to establish
the drivers for variety in the design of the IT service to
understand the implications of customers choices and
external factors (cf. 2 in Figure 2). As argued earlier,
heterogeneity is increased by external factors, and
varying customer preferences that lead to optional
service features, all of which need to be identified and
mapped to the functional structure as the next step of
service development. To do so, the design team has to
isolate the relevant drivers for variety. Which external
factors will the service involve? What will be the
options and variants customers will require? What
adaptations will customers need during the lifetime of
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Figure 2: Example Application of the Method
the service? This step is particularly important for
Coordination theory provides some assistance in
defining a modular service architecture as it safeguards
identifying interdependencies between activities of
that the design of the modules reflects the effect of
service processes. Following coordination theory [19,
external factors, the variation of customer requirements,
20], there are three main types of interdependencies that
and the flexibility of the service over time that
mechanisms
of
coordination
address.
Flow
customers demand.
interdependencies occur if one activity of a process
The third step is to assess the impact of these drivers
consumes a resource that another activity produces.
Sharing interdependencies arise if two different
on defining modules (cf. 3 in Figure 2). The design
activities use or consume the same resource. Fit
teams analyses which functions an individual driver has
interdependencies occur if two different activities jointly
an effect on. Having an effect means that a customer
produce or manipulate the same resource. These
choice or an external factor creates specific
interdependencies may occur at different stages of the
requirements for the function concerned. In our
service life cycle for an individual customer, e.g. when
example, the optional feature of fast recovery time from
customizing or operating a service. These
failure generates requirements in terms of backup
interdependencies can have different levels of
procedures and processes for the function “provide
complexity that affect the definition of modules in a
application”. These requirements are distinct from the
different way. The table 2 gives some indication how
requirements for standard recovery time from failure.
the design team can gauge the complexity. The
The impact of the drivers depends on the number of
assessment is based on the effort required for solving the
modules or service functions they have an effect on. If
interdependency.
they affect only a single one, they do not create
The fourth step is to identify candidate modules from
interdependencies among them. Customization or
the preceding analysis. To define modules, we suggest
adaptation requirements may be designed as variants of
four types of modules whose definition the matrix
the module candidate or function. A particular variant
supports: function sharing modules, overlay modules,
can then be selected either when defining a service
cartridge modules, and single function modules (cf. 4
product or a service configuration. If a requirement
in Figure 2).
affects multiple module candidates or functions,
Functional Sharing Modules: Ulrich suggests to
however, the design team needs to evaluate the resulting
establish a 1:1 mapping between functions and modules
interdependencies. Depending on the complexity of
while maintain loose coupling. While the functional
these interdependencies the team can follow different
structure serves as a starting point for identifying
modular design options to accommodate them.
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Table 2: Levels of Complexity of Coordination
Interdependencies
Level of
Complexity
Low
Medium
High

Possible Mechanisms for
Coordination
Simple routines or internal service level
agreements for defining coordination
between the affected modules
Specific coordination resources and
specific interfaces linking the module
with the other affected modules
Specific resources working in close
cooperation
required,
interaction
between
activities
cannot
be
standardised
through
interface
specifications

candidate modules, the impact of drivers on functions
may require modules that conflict with Ulrich’s
proposition. Highly complex interdependencies are
likely to have the greatest impact on defining module
boundaries. A high level complexity cannot be framed
through standardised interfaces. If the external factor,
variance or change requirements requires close
collaboration, possibly even co-location of the activities,
these requirements can only be covered through a
separate module that provides all the functions that are
affected.
The impact of highly complex
interdependencies depends on whether the cause of the
interdependencies is a mandatory or optional
characteristic of the service. Typical sources for
permanent interdependencies are external factors and
features that have the same interdependencies
irrespective of the options selected for the feature. As
the interdependencies created are present in all
configurations of the service, the affected functions
should be grouped in a single module. Such function
sharing [12] allows to address permanent coordination
interdependencies that are not affected by feature
choices or adaptations. In our example, the external
factor “Customized ERP system” creates highly
complex non-optional interdependencies between the
first two functions. As a result they are grouped into a
single module (cf. A in Figure 2).
Overlay Modules: If, however, the complexity
varies among the options for a feature or the external
factor may not be present in all configurations, the
definition of modules needs a more differentiated
approach. For optional interdependencies, the design
team can decide to develop an overlaying module.
While the standard architecture uses the scope for
decomposition that exists for service products and
configurations without the optional requirement, they
specify a module that supersedes the basic architecture
for those cases where the requirements needs to be
fulfilled. This overlay module needs to implement all
the external interfaces of the basic modules but can be

developed with closely coupled interactions within. A
good example for IT services is the requirement of a
high level of overall availability of a system. Mission
critical applications, e.g. settlement systems in the
financial service industry, require an extremely high
degree of uptime. To provide such systems, the service
provider needs to incorporate several technical
components across various service components (e.g.
application, service & storage, network, etc.) that
increase technical reliability of the overall system.
Furthermore, service processes (e.g. in application
management) also need to reflect the required level of
availability. As a result, this non-functional
characteristic involves close interdependencies between
several service components. If high availability is an
optional characteristic of the service, an overlay module
may be a suitable solution for the service architecture of
the service (cf. B in Figure 2).
Cartridge Modules: Interdependencies of medium
complexity may necessitate dedicated resources for
coordination, e.g. a specific task for an individual or a
team or an information system that is particularly
adapted for this purpose. A good example is the feature
option “low response time”. Maintaining a low response
time while data volume and application enhancements
increase over time requires a continuous tuning of all the
layers of application delivery. Tuning may need specific
performance management processes and resources, e.g.
additional staff and specific processes to ensure
monitoring and improving of the service components in
shorter intervals than usual. As these resources are only
required if the associated option is selected in
configuring the service, it is sensible to separate them
from other modules. The design team further needs to
define the interface between this new candidate module
and others through which the coordination requirements
are met. As the option is activated when configuring the
service through adding a module to the configuration we
call this solution a cartridge module that addresses
particular non-functional service choices (cf. C in
Figure 2).
Single
Function
Modules:
Coordination
requirements of low complexity generally only require
an interface between the affected modules that defines
the flow, sharing or fit of the activities of the service
processes involved. An example for this case is the
options for selecting the operating system of the
application platform. The resulting coordination
requirements can be embedded in a standardised
workflow interface so that module boundaries are not
affected by this driver. In this way functions remain that
only have non-optional interdependencies of medium or
low complexity. These modules then exhibit a one-toone mapping to a functional element of a service and are
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thus called single function modules (cf. D in Figure
2).
The fifth step brings a more detailed specification of
the service architecture and the service modules. Based
on the module and the module types, the design team
can define interfaces between modules that address the
coordination requirements identified in the preceding
analysis (cf. 5 in Figure 2). Furthermore, the matrix
helps to identify module variants and options. These
selection define the configuration of an individual
module. To identify module options, the design team
identifies which feature options, optional external
factors and optional adaptations have an effect on the
module. For each impact the design team develops a list
of choices to be made when selecting a specific module
variant. From this list a detailed description of the scope
of service can be developed that forms the basis of the
description of the module in the modular service kit.

3.4. Related Research
There is little research to date on modular service
architectures per se, the noted exception being the work
of Burr [9]. He proposes to partition service modules by
assigning them a single function, a single partial service
(i.e. task) needed to perform the function and an
independent organizational unit that provides the
resources of performing the partial service. However, he
does not discuss how drivers for variety impact the
partitioning as our method does.
From our case study it is obvious that IT services are
built around IT systems. Research on the architecture of
IT systems may therefore be complementary to our
work. Even though IT services may predominately have
to deal with existing systems (e.g. COTS software),
conceptualizations of software architecture design still
reveal key elements and critical interdependencies of IT
systems. Kruchten [21], for example, differentiates four
concurrent views on software architecture that shed
lights on a system’s elements and their relationships
from the perspective of its functions, its development
organisation, its run-time processes, and its deployment.
The interdependencies captured in these views are likely
to create interdependencies in service processes that can
then be captured and addressed using the method we
proposed.

4. Conclusion
We started our paper with the Gartner Group vision
of semi-standardised, mass-customizable solutions for
IT service provision. With our analysis of a successful
service model of application hosting we identified
drivers for variety in IT services. The predominant
drivers for variety of IT services are heterogeneous

customer requirements requiring the service to be
tailored to fit into corporate information management
and numerous external factors that need to integrated
into service operation. The many drivers of
heterogeneity may provide an explanation for the fact
that IT services provision is currently dominated by
solutions that follow are certain blueprint but are often
individually designed and implemented. It also helps to
explain why outright standardisation of complex
services has often failed, as it has been attempted in
first-generation ASP services.
In the second part of our paper we introduced the
concept of modular service architectures as a foundation
for adaptable, yet partly standardised IT services. Key
for developing modular architectures is establishing
module boundaries and interfaces between modules. To
support this task we introduced a method that maps
feature choices, service adaptations and external factors
as drivers for heterogeneity onto the functional structure
of the service. The resulting analysis enables service
designers to identify interdependencies that result from
the drivers for heterogeneity and take these
interdependencies into account when defining modules.
In an example we demonstrate how the method helps to
identify those elements and options of an IT service that
prohibit function-oriented modularisation because of
performance standards that create highly complex
interdependencies.
Modular service architectures appear to be a concept
well-suited to the challenges of service engineering for
providers of IT services. The method systematically
takes into account the impact of drivers for
heterogeneity that these service providers need to
address. Further research, however, is necessary, in
several directions. Firstly, the customer experience of a
service is a critical part of service design from several
perspectives. It influences the perception of service
quality while simultaneously defining the visibility of
service operations. High visibility may pose a strategic
risk as it facilitates imitation and module “cherrypicking”. The method proposed should therefore be
extended to take into account the effects of
modularisation on the customer experience of a service.
Secondly, there has been wide-ranging experimentation
with various business models for service provision (e.g.
transaction-based pricing). Transforming the investment
and recurring costs of service provision into new pricing
models is a financial service that complements the IT
service. Consequently, methods for designing IT
services need to take into account the implications of the
business models on which the modular service
architecture is based.
Thirdly, certain elements of a service are difficult to
define before commencing service delivery. They
require pooling of knowledge between the client and the
service provider. Not all elements, though, share these
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characteristics. We thus intend to research the effects in
more detail the effects of customer knowledge on
defining service modules in more detail and extend the
method accordingly.
Traditionally, research on IT services, and
particularly IS outsourcing [22-25], has primarily
focused on the perspective of the outsourcing client. Our
research shifts the focus to the service provider. The
objective is to help service providers to identify semistandardised building blocks for the future corporate
information infrastructure. We consider our analysis and
method as a first step into this direction.
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